TODD “CAC”
CACCAMO
Hockey Development Coach
COACH BIO:
Todd has been playing hockey since 1980
and has over 20 years of coaching
experience, including at the AAA level for
goalies and skaters. He is a USA Hockey
certified coach and is responsible for our
developmental hockey programs. His focus
is making the fundamentals understandable
and learn the “why” behind techniques. He
can still remember being frustrated as a
child not being able to do certain
techniques and the instruction was little
more than “do this.” He can relate to the
challenges many beginners face. His goal is
to instill a strong grasp of the fundamentals,
self-discipline and confidence that will serve
the student well in hockey and in life.
Preferred Contact Info:
PHONE: 440.561.9240
EMAIL: toddcaccamo@gmail.com
_____________________________________

TODD CAN BE FOUND TEACHING ON THE FOLLOWING POND
PROGRAMS:
Developmental Hockey

Starter Hockey

Power Skating

Avengers Hockey

Other _________________

Private Lesson Availability
Stick and Puck
Synthetic ice per availability
Private, open ice per availably
OFFICE USE ONLY:
Private Lesson Placement (review every 9 wks.) ________________By____

For Live Schedule Info:
SkateAtThePond.com
Program or Ice Availability Info?
Elisa@SkateAtThePond.com
Our goal is to create a strong hockey
program at The Pond that supports all levels
from recreational to elite AAA.
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There are many ways to do this. It is
sometimes difficult to navigate and know
what your options are.

FOR SKATER SUCCESS …TOPICS TO ASK YOUR COACH ABOUT:

There are only 2 questions to answer:

L

1.
2.

What skill and interest level does
your player have?
And what day works best for
you and your player?

“Remember your skater will only be as
successful as your game plan.” So, make it
convenient, allow for the frequency and
consistency your child needs for success!”

LEARN TO SKATE A great way to start your beginner skaters ask
your coach for a copy of the curriculum.

Lear

RELATED PROGRAMS Ask your Coach about supplemental
programs that will help your skater achieve their goals.
SYNTHETIC SHOOTING OPTIONS: Open anytime for shooting and
skating skills.
ASK ABOUT: Hockey Clinics, Camps and
Geauga Youth Hockey

